SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Statistics (details)
Our previous study of breast cancer used a three step process to find potential microsatellite based markers: (a) microsatellite genotype detection, (b) contingency table construction, and (c) false discovery rate control. In the first step the collection of genotypes belonging to breast cancer samples and healthy control samples were parsed into two categories: modal and nonmodal. Here, the modal genotype refers to the most common genotype among the breast cancer samples; non-modal genotypes are all others. For addition detail see our previous publications 12, 40 . In the second step, 2x2 contingency tables were populated with the tally of modal and non-modal genotypes and tested for statistical significance using Fisher's exact test.
In the third step the Bonferroni correction was used to control the false discovery rate. The use of just two genotype categories (modal and non-modal) made this approach robust and simplified statistical testing.
In this study we make two modifications that improve sensitivity to the underlying distribution of microsatellite genotypes in breast cancer samples compared to health control samples. First, contingency tables are populated with a tally for all distinct microsatellite genotypes rather than simplifying into just two categories (modal and non-modal). Second, a generalized Fisher's exact test is used to establish statistical significance of the contingency tables which are typically larger than 2x2. As a result, establishing microsatellite markers is computationally more expensive but the distribution of genotypes in breast cancer samples and healthy control samples are directly compared.
Essentially, our new approach yields a more accurate comparison of microsatellite genotype distributions at the cost of increased computational complexity. In this study we have used this approach to shed light on 4 microsatellites potentially involved in breast cancer.
Microsatellite list generation (details)
A list of microsatellites in version 38 of the human reference genome was generated with a custom Perl script 'searchTandemRepeats.pl' using default parameters. This script has been used in previous microsatellite studies and is freely available online at http://genotan.sourceforge.net/#_Toc324410847. The initial list generated with this script 
Microsatellite Genotyping (details)
We used the program Repeatseq to determine the genotype of microsatellites in next generation sequencing reads. Repeatseq has been used in previous studies of microsatellites and is freely available: https://github.com/adaptivegenome/repeatseq. Repeatseq operates on three input files: a reference genome, a file containing reads aligned to the human reference genome (.bam file), and a list of known microsatellites (see methods above). The unique advantage of Repeatseq over other microsatellite genotyping programs is that it realigns each read to the reference genome prior to array length detection. The genotype of 99,751 different microsatellites was reported across the two groups of African American samples with 33,854 present in both. The genotype distribution of these 33,854 microsatellites were tested for statistical difference between the two groups. Results files in variant call format (.vcf) for all samples are available on request.
